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We constructed a mathematical model to explain from which instars soldiers should be
produced to maximize the growth rate of a termite colony. The model is based on the
demography of the lower termite’s colony: many of them feed inside the nest. The model
predicts the following: (1) When the colony is young (it still has enough food and needs a high
ratio of soldiers to workers) it will produce soldiers from young instars. (2) When the colony
is old (it does not have enough food any more and needs a lower ratio of soldiers to workers)
it will produce soldiers from old instars. This prediction fits well with the fact investigated by
past empirical researches. With the samples of colonies of Neotermes koshunensis, we
measured the antennal joint number of soldiers of each colony. We plotted the antennal joint
number (1) of the average and (2) of the maximum one for each colony, against the total
number of colony members. For both in each colony, we confirmed the consistency between
the model and the samples: as the colony matures, it produces soldiers from older instars. The
model also explains why higher termites produce soldiers from fixed instars. Their life style, in
which they go outside to collect food, does not require a change in their soldier production
strategy.

r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Caste differentiation is a major phenomenon,
which helps to reveal the adaptive meaning of
the social organization of eusocial insects (Oster
& Wilson, 1978). Because of the existence of
sterile castes, which is an essential trait of
eusociality (Wilson, 1971), many theoretical
researches have tackled how sterile castes can
evolve and be maintained in general social
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insects (Hamilton, 1964; Alexander, 1974; Char-
nov, 1978). This research trend has prevailed
also in termites (Bartz, 1979; Higashi et al., 1991,
1992; Roisin, 1994). In many species of the
Hymenoptera, soldier caste is rare, and there
appear small distinct differences between work-
ers and soldiers in their morphology and
function. These tendencies might conceal the
significance and importance of the existence of a
soldier, not as the sterile caste but as the
defender for the colony. The soldier is, however,
an essential component in termite societies, and
needs more specific attention, because all
termites satisfy the condition of eusociality, not
by the existence of sterile workers but by the
existence of sterile soldiers (but see Sands, 1972;
r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Miller, 1984; Myles, 1986). Various defense
mechanisms of termite soldiers (Prestwich,
1984), and recent discoveries of soldiers in some
animal societies such as aphids (Aoki, 1977),
thrips (Crespi, 1992) and shrimps (Duffy, 1996),
reveal the importance of soldiers. Ecological and
genetic factors promoting the evolution of
soldiers and workers seem to be different
(Yamamura, 1993).

Termites produce soldiers developing from
alate line or apterous line. Lower termites tend
to produce soldiers from young instars when the
colony is incipient, and from old instars as time
passes (Watson et al., 1977; Sewell & Watson,
1981; Watson & Sewell, 1981, 1985; Noirot
1985a; Renoux, 1985; Noirot & Pasteels, 1987;
Roisin & Pasteels, 1991). This phenomenon was
discussed theoretically only by Shellman-Reeve
(1997), focusing on the life history of individual
colony members.

Our present aim is to make a mathematical
model, based on the ecology and demography
of the colony, in order to predict who should
become the soldier for the colony. Colony
members always need soldiers to defend them-
selves, so they must select the best individuals as
soldiers at any time. For simplicity, we compare
two strategies, ‘‘young soldier production strat-
egy’’ and ‘‘old soldier production strategy’’,
regarding the growth rate of the colony as the
fitness of each strategy. We assume that if young
soldier production strategy shows a higher
growth rate than old soldier production strategy,
the colony should produce soldiers from young
instars, and vice versa.

One-piece-type termites (Abe, 1987), including
all genera in Termopsidae, most genera in
Kalotermitidae and one genus in Rhinotermiti-
dae, make their nests in a piece of wood, which
also serves as their food. Unless they molt to
alates and start new colonies, they spend their
entire life as instars inside the nest. Most instars
do not molt to alates but work for the colony,
until the colony matures (Zimmerman, 1983;
Lenz, 1994; Shellman-Reeve, 1997). During this
period, deaths of workers and soldiers can be
regarded as energy or labor debit, rather than
a destruction of reproductive agents, as in ants
(H .olldobler & Lumsden, 1980). Until the colony
matures, the main interest for the colony
members is to have a high population growth
rate, so that the colony can become mature
within a short time to avoid accidental death of
the colony, and will produce many alates after it
matures. The colony size does not increase so
much after maturation, and it does not need
more soldiers (Luykx, 1993). This is why we
regard the population growth rate as the fitness
of the colony, for considering the soldier
production strategy.

Generally speaking, collecting whole members
of a colony in ants and termites is quite difficult,
except for some species of termites, which nest in
dead parts of living trees (Shellman-Reeve,
1994). We have the whole members (including
eggs in incipient colonies) of some colonies of
Neotermes koshunensis (Kalotermitidae) which
nest in the dead branches of living trees in
Okinawa Island, collected by Maki & Uetzu
during 1978–1979 (Maki, 1980). Because of their
oldness, we cannot use some colonies. We have
to test the colonies, which can potentially take
both soldier production strategies, that is, which
have both young instars and old instars. There-
fore, we excluded the incipient colonies of less
than 100 colony members, and use the other 18
colonies to test the consistency of our model with
these samples. N. koshunensis, with other species
of Kalotermitidae and Termopsidae, is a proper
material to study this topic, because it has a very
flexible social system; newly born individuals
seem to choose their best fitness option (soldier,
pseudergate, neotenic or alates) in response to
social or resource conditions (Shellman-Reeve,
1997).

Description of the Model

In order to formulate the model, we consider a
colony as constituting three age classes,-
F‘‘young instars’’, ‘‘old instars’’ and ‘‘grown
instars’’Fand two castes,F‘‘workers’’ and
‘‘soldiers’’ (see Fig. 1). Young instars become
old instars, old instars become grown instars,
and grown instars disappear at the next time
step. Workers serve the colony, contributing to
produce and care for new eggs, which become
young instars. Soldiers are produced to defend
other colony members, mainly workers. As
shown in Fig. 1a, in young soldier production
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the demographic model of young
soldier production strategy. Young instars become junior
soldiers or junior workers at the next time step. Junior
soldiers become old soldiers while junior workers become
senior workers at the next time step. Both senior soldiers
and senior workers disappear at the next time step. (b)
Scheme of the demographic model of old soldier produc-
tion strategy. Young instars become junior workers at the
next time step. Junior workers become senior soldiers or
senior workers at the next time step. Both senior soldiers
and senior workers disappear at the next time step. In both
figures, arrows mean the pass of time: solid arrows, with
molting; dotted arrows, without molting.
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strategy, soldiers depart from the workers line at
the young instars stage, while as shown in
Fig. 1(b), in old soldier production strategy,
soldiers depart from the workers line at the old
instars stage. By this difference, two strategies
are distinguished. The amount of soldiers
produced depends on the strength of each soldier
and the total number of workers to be defended.

Workers are divided into junior workers and
senior workers based on their age stage, which is
in old instars or in grown instars. The number of
junior workers and senior workers at time step t

is Wj;t and Ws;t; respectively, for both strategies.
Here, we assumed that senior workers serve
more than junior workers because of their
greater jaws from molting (Noirot & Pasteels,
1987; Rosengaus & Traniello, 1993; Crosland
& Traniello, 1997; Crosland et al., 1998). The
contribution of each junior worker or senior worker
for producing and caring for eggs, which become
young instars, is c or C (C4c40), respectively.

In young soldier production strategy, soldiers
develop from the young instar stage, and the
colony has small soldiers. They are divided into
junior soldiers and senior soldiers, similar to
workers. The numbers of junior soldiers and
senior soldiers at time step t are Sj;t and Ss;t;
respectively. In old soldier production strategy,
soldiers develop from old instars, and the colony
has large soldiers. These soldiers consist of one
age stage because they die at the next time step.
The number of (senior) soldiers at time step t is
Ss;t: Luykx (1993) reported that soldiers are
relatively long-lived within the colony, and that
individuals becoming soldiers are expected to
live at least as long as those becoming workers,
regardless of their dangerous tasks. As further
details are not known, we assumed for simplicity
that all individuals have the same life span. We
assume that large soldiers are stronger than
small soldiers, because of their greater jaws from
molting, and that the strength is not different
between junior soldiers and senior soldiers
in young soldier production strategy, because
instars do not molt after they become soldiers
(Watson et al., 1977; Sewell & Watson, 1981;
Watson & Sewell, 1981; 1985; Noirot, 1985a;
Renoux, 1985; Noirot & Pasteels, 1987). The
strength of each small soldier or large soldier is d

or D (D4d40). The defensive strength needed
for one worker is b (b40). With these dimen-
sionless parameters, we can formulate demogra-
phy of the two strategies.

In young soldier production strategy, the
demography can be written as follows, following
Fig. 1(a).

Ws;tþ1 ¼ Wj;t;

Ss;tþ1 ¼ Sj;t;

Wj;tþ1 þ Sj;tþ1 ¼ cWj;t þ CWs;t;

dðSj;tþ1 þ Ss;tþ1Þ ¼ bðWj;tþ1 þ Ws;tþ1Þ: ð1Þ

The first equation tells us that junior workers
become senior workers at the next time step. The
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second equation tells us that junior soldiers
become senior soldiers at the next time step. The
third equation tells us that young instars
produced and cared for when they were eggs
by workers become old instars, that is junior
workers and junior soldiers at the next time step.
The fourth equation tells us that the number of
soldiers produced is determined by the number
of workers defended at the next time step. From
these equations, we can deduce a recursion
formula with a projection matrix:
Ws

Wj

Ss

Sj

2
6664

3
7775

tþ1

¼

0 1 0 0

Cd=ðd þ bÞ ðcd � bÞ=ðd þ bÞ 0 d=ðd þ bÞ

0 0 0 1

Cb=ðd þ bÞ ðcb þ bÞ=ðd þ bÞ 0 �d=ðd þ bÞ

2
6664

3
7775

Ws

Wj

Ss

Sj

2
6664

3
7775

t

: ð2Þ
The matrix elements in the first and third rows
are straightforward. The other elements are
deduced by solving the third and fourth equa-
tions in eqn (1) after inserting the first and
second equations. The characteristic equation of
this 4� 4 matrix is

l lþ 1ð Þfðb þ dÞl2 � cdl� Cdg ¼ 0: ð3Þ

In old soldier production strategy, the demo-
graphy can be written as follows, following
Fig. 1(b):

Ws;tþ1 þ Ss;tþ1 ¼ Wj;t;

Wj;tþ1 ¼ cWj;t þ CWs;t;

DSs;tþ1 ¼ bðWj;tþ1 þ Ws;tþ1Þ: ð4Þ

The first equation tells us that junior workers
become senior workers or (senior) soldiers at the
next time step. The second equation tells us that
young instars produced and cared for when they
were eggs by workers become old instars, that is
junior workers at the next time step. The third
equation tells us that the number of (senior)
soldiers produced is determined by the number
of defended workers at the next time step. From
these equations, we can deduce a recursion
formula with a projection matrix:

Ws

Wj

Ss

2
64

3
75

tþ1

¼

�Cb= D þ bð Þ D � cbð Þ= D þ bð Þ 0

C c 0

Cb= D þ bð Þ Cb þ bð Þ= D þ bð Þ 0

2
64

3
75

Ws

Wj

Ss

2
64

3
75

t

:

ð5Þ
The matrix elements in the second row are
straightforward. The other elements are deduced
by solving the first and third equations in eqn (4)
after inserting the second equation. The char-
acteristic equation of this 3� 3 matrix is

lfðb þ dÞl2 þ ðCb � cb � cDÞl� CDg ¼ 0: ð6Þ

Here, we substitute C ¼ Kcc and D ¼ Kdd where
Kc41 and Kd41; and b ¼ dl: Kc is the
comparative ability of senior workers against
junior workers for serving the colony. Kd is the
comparative strength of large soldiers against
small soldiers. As the colony needs more
defensive power for each worker, l is larger.

As shown in Appendix A, colonies with young
soldier production strategy cannot increase when

ðKc þ 1Þco1þ l; ð7Þ

while colonies with old soldier production
strategy cannot increase when

KdoðKc � 1Þl; ð8Þ

or when

KdfðKc þ 1Þc � 1gofðKc � 1Þc þ 1gl: ð9Þ

As long as none of eqns (7)–(9) hold, we can
compare the population growth rates of both
strategies, or the maximum solutions of eqns (3)
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and (6). Young soldier production strategy
should be taken when

c l �
Kd � Kc

Kc � 1

� �
4Kc

Kd � 1

Kc � 1

� �2

; ð10Þ

while otherwise old soldier production strat-
egy should be taken. The proof is shown in
Appendix B.

When Kd ¼ Kc ¼ K ; eqn (10) becomes
simpler:

cl4K : ð11Þ

Prediction from the Model

The result of the model, presented by inequal-
ities eqns (7)–(10), can be illustrated as regions in
parameter space (c; l), where regions A, B and C
represent the case where young soldier produc-
tion strategy is taken, old soldier production
strategy is taken, and colonies with neither
strategy increase (Fig. 2). The three curves
corresponding to eqns (7), (9) and (10) cross at
one point. Depending on whether the value of l

at the point is smaller than Kd=ðKc � 1Þ; or
whether or not Kd is smaller than 2, slightly
different patterns are obtained [see Fig. 2(a) and
region B

region C
1

c{l−(Kd−Kc)/(Kc−1)}
=Kc{(Kd−1)/(Kc−1)}2

region  A

Kd{(Kc+1)c−1}
={(Kc−1)c+1)l

Kd =(Kc−1)l

(Kc+1)c=1+l

l

c
0 1

(a)

Fig. 2. Parameter space of (c,l) which classifies different op
soldier production strategy. In region B, the colony should tak
either strategy cannot increase. (a) Kd is smaller than 2 (Kc ¼
Although patterns of the region division are slightly different b
where c and l are relatively large while region B exists where t
(b)]. Region C always exists where c is small and
l is large. It is easily understandable that the
colony cannot increase in such conditions where
the caring ability of workers is low and the
necessary numbers of soldiers for defending one
worker is large.

The difference between Fig. 2(a) and (b) is not
important to understand the result. Whichever is
the case, when c or l is large within regions A
and B, as depicted in eqn (10), young soldier
production strategy is more advantageous than
old soldier production strategy. Moreover, when
Kc is large compared to Kd ; young soldier
production strategy is more advantageous be-
cause the boundary of the two regions moves
downwards then, which is proved in Appendix
C. The condition with which the colony decides
soldier production strategy can be depicted
concretely as below. (1) With a high value of c
and C; the colony has a relatively high ratio of
young instars to old instars. In this situation, the
colony should make soldiers from young instars
(young soldier production strategy), in order to
have a high population growth rate with steady
growth. As c and C get smaller, the colony has a
relatively low ratio of young instars to old
instars. Then the colony should make soldiers
from old instars (old soldier production
region B

0 1
c

c{l−(Kd−Kc)/(Kc−1)}
=Kc{(Kd−1)/(Kc−1)}2

Kd=(Kc−1)l

region A

Kd{(Kc+1)c−1}
={(Kc−1)c+1)l

(Kc+1)c=1+l

re
gi

on
 C

1l

(b)

timal strategies. In region A, the colony should take young
e old soldier production strategy. In region C, colonies with
2:1; Kd ¼ 1:8); (b) Kd is larger than 2 (Kc ¼ 4; Kd ¼ 2:6).

etween cases (a) and (b), in either of the cases region A exists
hey are relatively small.
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strategy). (2) With a high value of l; the colony
needs a relatively high number of soldiers. In this
situation the colony should make small soldiers
from young instars (young soldier production
strategy), which serve longer than large soldiers
derived from old instars. As l gets smaller, the
colony does not need so many soldiers. The
colony should now make large soldiers from old
instars and have strong soldiers of small number
(old soldier production strategy). (3) If molting,
i.e. increasing the size, is more useful for workers
to serve the colony than for soldiers to defend
the colony (high Kc=Kd), the colony should take
young soldier production strategy and vice
versa.

In Zootermopisis (Termopsidae), Shellman-
Reeve (1997) showed that, as the colony is filled
with many colony members, offspring gained per
alloparent per year decreases from 5.00 to 0.60
in six years. This phenomenon corresponds to
the decrease of the parameter c in the model.
The reason is supposed to be that (1) the
food intake rate of each worker becomes less
as the number of workers increases, because
the total amount of food workers can get has the
upper limit (Abe, 1987; Lenz, 1994), and (2)
the queen cannot produce enough eggs for each
worker’s workload in a large colony because of
her limited egg productive capacity (Brian, 1983,
p. 180).

In N. Koshunensis (Kalotermitidae), Maki &
Abe (1986) showed that as the colony gets larger,
the ratio of soldiers within a colony becomes
smaller. This phenomenon corresponds to the
decrease of the parameter l in the model. They
explain the reason as due to the fact that the
surface area of the nest where defense is needed
increases more slowly than the volume of the
nest, which is proportional to the number of
colony members, that is, the defensive power
needed for each colony member decreases as the
colony expands.

The cases of Zootermopsis and Neotermes
seem to hold generally for lower termites whose
nests are settled in the single wood, that are one-
piece type termites. By the change of soldier
production strategy, the colony changes popula-
tion growth rate and population structure, that
is, matrix eigenvalues and matrix eigenvectors,
respectively.
Lower termites, especially Kalotermitidae,
produce soldiers from young instars when the
colony is incipient, and from old instars as time
passes (Watson et al., 1977; Sewell & Watson,
1981; Noirot, 1985a; Renoux, 1985; Watson &
Sewell, 1981; 1985; Noirot & Pasteels, 1987;
Rosin & Pasteels, 1991). Therefore, prediction of
the model fits well with their pattern of soldier
production along the colony development.

Test of the Model with Samples

In order to test our model, we measured the
joint number of antenna of soldiers in the
colonies of N. koshunensis, which were collected
in Okinawa by Maki & Uetzu during 1978–1979
(Maki, 1980). Antennal joint number increases
by one or two with each successive molt in
numerous Termopsidae and Rhinotermitidae
(Heath, 1927; Renoux, 1985). We assumed
N. koshunensis also has this tendency. Because
the collection was old, many samples of soldiers
lost their antenna. We selected colonies in which
more than half of the soldiers still have over 12
joints, which is the least number if they did not
lose their antennal joints. We excluded incipient
colonies whose total number of colony members
is less than 100. Therefore we used the other 18
colonies to test our model.

As the colony matures and has many colony
members, each worker cannot work efficiently
(Shellman-Reeve, 1997). It is empirically known
that as the colony matures and has many colony
members, the colony has relatively fewer soldiers
(Maki & Abe, 1986). Therefore the total number
of colony members is inversely correlated to c

and l:
We plotted the average number of antennal

joints of soldiers, which have more than 12
joints, on y-axis for each colony, against the
number of total colony members (Fig. 3) with
least-squares regression. In Fig. 3, as the colony
is larger, it has a tendency to produce soldiers
from old instars. The correlation between the
number of colony members and the average
number of antennal joints is significantly positive
(r2 ¼ 0:540; Po0:001; n ¼ 18).

We plotted the number of antennal joints of
the soldier, which has the maximum number of
it in each colony, on y-axis, against the number
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of total colony members (Fig. 4) with least-
squares regression. Considering that some sol-
diers lose their antennal joints partly, the
maximal joint number may be a more adequate
index for the instars molting to the soldiers. In
Fig. 4, as the colony is larger, it produces the
soldier from an old instar. The correlation
between the number of colony members and the
maximum number of antennal joints is signifi-
cantly positive (r2 ¼ 0:480; Po0:005; n ¼ 18).

The above data suggest that as the colony
matures, it certainly has a trend to produce
soldiers from old instars.

Discussion

Soldiers are quite rich in the variety of
morphology, showing the importance of soldiers
in the life of termites. Many studies have been
done on the biology of soldiers, the process of
soldier differentiation (Watson et al., 1985),
soldier defense secretion (Prestwich, 1984) and
the proportion of soldiers in a colony (Haverty,
1979; Maki & Abe, 1986). However, few studies
have been done on the problem of who become
soldiers. This article proposed the first mathe-
matical model predicting soldier production in
termite colonies.

Large workers work better than small work-
ers, and large soldiers defend the colony better
than small soldiers (Watson et al., 1977; Sewell
and Watson, 1981; Watson & Sewell 1981; 1985;
Noirot, 1985a; Renoux, 1985; Noirot & Pasteels,
1987; Rosengaus & Traniello, 1993; Crosland &
Traniello, 1997; Crosland et al. 1998). Colonies
meet trade-off of how to divide large instars
between workers and soldiers. Our model shows
how colonies solve the trade-off in order to have
a high population growth rate during their
growth. The soldier production strategy might
be explained by a simpler reason: for example,
colonies should produce small soldiers or large
soldiers just to fit the head of soldiers to plug up
the galleries for the defensive activity. It is
known in some termite species that as termite
colonies age, the workers become progressively
larger (Grace et al., 1995; Darlington, 1991).
However, we do not know whether the head-
width of soldiers fit for galleries in general
termite species. In order to test this hypothesis,
we need further extensive studies.

As for one-piece-type termites, the model and
the fact fitted well: along the development of a
colony, soldiers will depart from the worker line
at different stages, because finiteness of their nest
and their food brings a change in the parameters
of colony demography. If their nest and their
food are infinite, however, the condition for
colony members will never change (Lenz, 1994).
Separates-type termites (Abe, 1987), including
Hodotermitidae, some Rhinotermitidae, Serri-
termitidae and Termitidae, differ from one-
piece-type termites as shown below. (1) Workers
go outside and gather food such as fallen leaves,
dead wood pieces, lichens and humus, and each
worker can always get enough food correspond-
ing to its workload (Abe, 1987). (2) The queen
becomes bigger as time passes, and can produce
many eggs, so that each worker can always
contribute to egg production enough (Brian,
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1983, p. 180). (3) When workers go outside the
nest, soldiers must defend them, so that soldiers
approximately proportional to the number of
colony members are needed (Maki & Abe, 1986).
In Conclusion, the condition for each colony
member does not change as the colony becomes
large. In fact, separates-type termites always
produce soldiers from defined and less numerous
instars (Noirot, 1989). For example, Macro-
termitinae always produce soldiers from lar-
vaeFthus they always take young soldier
production strategy (Okot-Kotber, 1985; Noirot,
1985b)Fand Nasutitermitinae always produce
soldiers from workersFthus they always take
old soldier production strategy (Roisin, 1992,
1996). Our model predicts that both of these do
not have to change soldier production strategy
during their colony life, and it fits well with the
fact.

The problem of ‘‘who should be the soldier’’
was once discussed by Shellman-Reeve (1997).
According to her, soldiers should be the oldest
ones, because they have gained enough inclusive
fitness during their young age’s work and do not
want to reproduce anymore. However, colony
members do not consider the inclusive fitness
they have gained, but rather the inclusive fitness
they can get now and in the future if they behave
rationally. Furthermore, her theory cannot
explain why one-piece termites take young
soldier production strategy in incipient colonies.
Our model does not analyse why a part of
the colony members become sterile soldiers to
defend the colony altruistically. They may
defend the colony because they can increase
their inclusive fitness through their brothers and
sisters (Hamilton, 1964; Shellman-Reeve, 1997),
or because other colony members manipulate
them to become sterile (Alexander, 1974; Zim-
merman, 1983). Whichever the case, once a part
of the colony members are determined to
become sterile soldiers, the maximum reproduc-
tive output from the colony is the very interest of
all members. Thus we used the growth rate of the
colony as the fitness measure. Such an approach
is common in evolutionary models for social
animals (Macevicz & Oster, 1976; Oster &
Wilson, 1978; Wakano et al., 1998).

Our model can be applied on other animal
societies, which have age structure, to predict the
soldier production in their society, but some
corrections are required. For example, some
gall-making aphids have sterile soldier castes
(Aoki, 1977; Foster, 1990) and several researches
have tackled problems of sterile soldiers (Ito
1989; Stern et al., 1994; Tanaka & Ito, 1994;
Akimoto, 1996). Some eusocial gall-making
aphids produce sterile soldiers from the first
instar, while others produce these from the
second instar. The two groups live on hosts of
different types (Stern & Foster, 1997). Therefore
the difference of the two groups is likely to be
analysed by our model to predict the soldier
production strategy. However, they do not have
workers as termites. Colony members excluding
soldiers feed by themselves and disperse after-
wards. The assumption on workers in our model
must be changed in order to apply the model to
eusocial gall-making aphids. Our model must be
applied to other animal societies with some
appropriate changes in the model.
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APPENDIX A

Two solutions of eqn (3) satisfy f ðlÞ ¼ 0;
where

f ðlÞ ¼ ð1þ lÞl2 � cl� Kcc: ðA:1Þ
y=f(x)

x=1
x

y

(a)

Fig. 5. (a) Condition where young soldier production st
maximum solution smaller than 1, the colony does not increase
be taken. If the axis of y ¼ gðxÞ is smaller than 0, gðxÞ ¼ 0 has
the population fluctuates and reaches 0. If the function gðxÞ ¼ 0
increase. (c) Condition where young soldier production strateg
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the graph y ¼ f ðxÞ has
two cross points with the x-axis (one is positive
and one is negative) because f ð0Þo0: When
f ð1Þ40; or ðKc þ 1Þco1þ l; the absolute values
of two solutions for f ðxÞ ¼ 0 are both less than 1
because the axis of the parabola y ¼ f ðxÞ is
positive. Therefore the solution of eqn (3) with
the maximum absolute value is –1. In this case,
the number of colony members shows an
oscillation and does not increase.

Two solutions of eqn (6) satisfy gðlÞ ¼ 0;
where

gðlÞ ¼ ðKd þ 1Þl2

þ fðKc � 1Þl � Kdgcl� KcKdc:
ðA:2Þ

As shown in Fig. 5(b), when KdoðKc � 1Þl; the
axis of the parabola y ¼ gðxÞ is negative, the
solution with the maximum absolute value is
negative and the number of colony members
shows an oscillation and reaches a negative
value. When Kd4ðKc � 1Þl and gð1Þ40; or
KdfðKc þ 1Þc � 1gofðKc � 1Þc þ 1gl; the solu-
tion for eqn (A.2) with the maximum eigenvalue
is positive but less than 1.

Therefore, colonies with young soldier pro-
duction strategy cannot increase when

ðKc þ 1Þco1þ l; ðA:3Þ

while colonies with old soldier production
strategy cannot increase when

KdoðKc � 1Þl or KdfðKc þ 1Þc � 1g

ofðKc � 1Þc þ 1gl: ðA:4Þ
x

x

y=g(x)

x=1

x=1

y y

y=g(x)

x=w

x
x=z

y=f(x)

(b) (c)

rategy cannot be taken. If the function f ðxÞ ¼ 0 has the
. (b) Condition where old soldier production strategy cannot
a negative solution with the maximum absolute value, when
has the maximum solution smaller than 1, the colony cannot
y should be taken because it has a higher population growth
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APPENDIX B

When none of eqns (7)–(9) are satisfied, we
can compare maximum eigenvalues of two
strategies. Under these conditions, some ele-
ments of the projection matrix in eqns (2) and (5)
are negative so that some positive initial values
may make some of the subsequent values
negative. We assume that the king and the queen
can prepare the initial distribution of workers
and soldiers, which make the subsequent values
positive.

The maximum solutions of eqn (3), or the
positive solution of eqn (A.1), that is the
population growth rate of young soldier produc-
tion strategy, is

z ¼
c þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 þ 4Kccð1þ lÞ

p
2ð1þ lÞ

: ðB:1Þ

As shown in Fig. 5(c), when gðzÞ40; z is larger
than w; which is the positive solution of gðxÞ ¼ 0:
Therefore, the colony should take young soldier
production strategy when gðzÞ40: This relation
leads to

c þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 þ 4cKcð1þ lÞ

pn o
ðKc � 1Þl � ðKd � KcÞf g

4KcðKd � 1Þð1þ lÞ:
ðB:2Þ
This is equivalent to

ðKc � 1Þl � ðKd � KcÞ40

and

c l �
Kd � Kc

Kc � 1

� �
4Kc

Kd � 1

Kc � 1

� �2

:

Because the former equation is automatically
satisfied when the latter one is satisfied, we can
conclude that the young soldier production
strategy should be taken when

c l �
Kd � Kc

Kc � 1

� �
4Kc

Kd � 1

Kc � 1

� �2

; ðB:3Þ

while otherwise old soldier production strategy
should be taken.

APPENDIX C

The boundary of the two regions, A and
B, is depicted in eqn (10). The boundary
moves downward when ðKd � KcÞ=ðKc � 1Þ
gets smaller or KcfðKd � 1Þ=ðKc � 1Þg2 gets
smaller. It is easily confirmed that both become
smaller when Kd gets smaller or when Kc gets
larger.
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